Reduced Nucleus Accumbens Reactivity and Adolescent Depression following Early-life Stress
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Abstract

Depression is a common outcome for those having experienced early life stress (ELS). For those individuals, depression typically increases during adolescence and appears to endure into adulthood, suggesting alterations in the development of brain systems involved in depression. Developmentally, the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), a limbic structure associated with reward learning and motivation, typically undergoes dramatic functional change during adolescence; therefore, age-related changes in NAcc function may underlie increases in depression in adolescence following ELS. The current study examined the effects of ELS in 38 previously institutionalized children and adolescents in comparison to a group of 31 youth without a history of ELS. Consistent with previous research, the findings showed that depression was higher in adolescents than children with a history of ELS. Additionally, fMRI results showed atypical NAcc development, where the ELS group did not show a typical increase in NAcc reactivity during adolescence. Consequently, the ELS group showed NAcc hypoactivity during adolescence, and lower NAcc reactivity was correlated with higher depression scores. The results have important implications for understanding how ELS may influence increases in depression via neural development during the transition to adolescence and highlight the importance of identifying at-risk individuals in childhood, a potential critical period for depression-targeted intervention.
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1. Introduction

1.1

Early-life stress (ELS) can be defined as childhood exposure to events that negatively impact emotional or physical well-being to an extent that exceeds an individual's ability to cope (Gunnar and Quevedo, 2007). While biological responses to acute stress are considered to be an adaptive survival mechanism, high or chronic levels of stress may disturb normative brain development and negatively impact mental health (Anda et al., 2006; Lupien et al.,...
Depression is a common outcome for those individuals with a history of ELS (Heim and Nemeroff, 2001; McEwen, 2000), with the magnitude of childhood adversity predicting the severity of lifetime depression (Kessler, 1997). Depression typically does not emerge until the adolescent period despite early environmental insults, and this relatively late onset of depression has been documented in both human and non-human animal models of ELS (Andersen and Teicher, 2008; Costello et al., 2002; Paus et al., 2008; Raineki, et al., 2012). Early-life stress effects have been found following both abuse (Anda et al., 2006; Maniglio, 2009; Raineki, et al., 2012) and maternal deprivation (Johnson, 2002; Loman and Gunnar, 2010), and the effects appear to endure into adulthood, suggesting that ELS alters the development of brain systems involved in depression.

1.2

In both human studies and non-human animal models, depression has been associated with altered neural activity in the ventral striatum (Epstein et al., 2006; Eshel and Roiser, 2010; Forbes et al., 2009; Monk et al., 2008; Pizzagalli et al., 2009; Price and Drevets, 2010; Teicher et al., 2009), which includes the nucleus accumbens (NAcc). The NAcc is a dopamine receptor-rich limbic structure associated with reward learning and motivation in response to pleasurable stimuli (Ikemoto and Panksepp, 1999) such as the visual presentation of happy faces for humans (Monk et al., 2008). Developmentally, the NAcc response to pleasurable stimuli shows relatively late functional development, increasing significantly during the transition from childhood into adolescence, when it reaches a developmentally-normative peak in functional activity (Galvan et al., 2006; Ernst et al., 2005; van Leijenhorst et al., 2010; Geier et al., 2009; although see Bjork et al., 2004 for hypoactivity). We present findings to argue that deviation from this developmental trajectory coincides with the emergence of depressive behaviors in adolescence.

1.3

In adulthood, atypically low ventral striatum activity and depressive behaviors are commonly associated with stress exposure. For example, in a prospective examination of soldiers heading to combat, NAcc activity declined following stress exposure and was associated with clinical symptoms of depression (Admon et al., in press). Similarly, Nikolova et al. (2012) has shown that low ventral striatum activity predicts an association between recent stressful events and low positive affect in a group of emergent adults, suggesting that the association between stress and depression may be mediated by stress-related changes in the NAcc.

1.4

Similar effects of stress on striatal function have been observed during development. In animal models, electrophysiological and lesion studies have demonstrated a sensitivity of dopaminergic pathways (Powell et al., 2003; Hall et al., 1998; Jones et al., 1992), including the NAcc (Fulford and Marsden, 1998; Jones et al., 1992), and reduced responsiveness to reward (Lapiz et al., 2000) to early adverse experiences. Similar effects of ELS have been observed in humans. Dillon et al., (2009) found that participants with a history of early-life maltreatment displayed dampened behavioral responsiveness to reward and reduced activation in striatal structures. In a striking example of the enduring effects of ELS, Mehta et al., (2009) examined children who had experienced early maternal deprivation. As adolescents, these individuals showed hyporesponsivity in the ventral striatum in response to reward, and unlike in typical adolescents, ventral striatum activity was not modulated by reward value. Collectively, these findings suggest that ELS impacts the development of the ventral striatum, resulting in hyporeactivity, which adversely impacts reward and motivational processing.
In the current study we aim to further probe the association between early-life stress, depression, and alterations in ventral striatum development. We measured brain development with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Although fMRI does not have enough resolution to identify the NAcc with confidence, our analyses focused on an anatomically defined region consistent with the location of the NAcc. For brevity’s sake, we refer to this region as the NAcc throughout the manuscript. We examined children and adolescents with and without a history of ELS (institutional care in orphanages abroad) to examine age-related change in NAcc activity between childhood to adolescence. Additionally, we collected dimensional behavioral measures of depression to both chart its developmental course and to examine associations between NAcc activity and depression. Utilizing fMRI, we hypothesized that depression would be higher in adolescents than in children following ELS, and this behavioral change would be paralleled by adolescent hypoactivity of the NAcc.

2. Experimental Procedures

2.1. Participants

Seventy-six individuals (42 ELS and 34 comparison, never-institutionalized) participated in an fMRI study whose characteristics are described in Table 1. Seven participants were removed due to excessive head motion (> 2.5 mm or 2.5 degrees of rotation). Therefore, our final sample of 69 participants, included 39 children between the ages of 5 and 10 years-old (24 ELS and 15 comparison) and 30 adolescents between the ages of 11 and 15 years-old (14 ELS and 16 comparison). We chose this age cut off based on previous research showing that depression is most pronounced among early adolescents (Brooks-Gunn and Petersen, 1991; Petersen et al., 1993), showing a sharp increase after age 10 (Kessler and Magee, 1993; Angold and Rutter, 1992). ELS youths were recruited via local international adoption agencies and family networks. The comparison group, comprised of non-adopted youths who had always lived with their families, was recruited via flyer advertisements within the surrounding community or from state birth records. Participants in the comparison group were only included if they were psychiatrically healthy and free of psychotropic medications. Based on parent-report of mental health from the Child Behavior Checklist questionnaire (CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001), a standardized instrument to assess emotional or behavioral problems that includes DSM-Oriented Scales (Nakamura et al., 2009), and the Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scales – Parent form (RCADS-P; Chorpita et al., 2000), none of the comparison participants scored within clinical range, and eight of the participants form the ELS group exhibited mental health characteristics within the clinical range (T scores>70 for internalizing or externalizing problems on the CBCL & depression or total anxiety on the RCADS-P). Four participants in the ELS group were taking psychotropic medications. The families of both the ELS youths ($85,001-$100,000) and the comparison group ($70,001-85,000) had a household income well above the median annual household income in the United States ($58,172; US Census Bureau, 2010) similar to the high socioeconomic status that has been observed in another sample of Midwest families who have adopted internationally (Hellerstedt et al., 2008). The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of California, Los Angeles. Parents of participants provided informed consent.

2.2. Procedures

2.2.1. MRI Task Paradigm—During the fMRI scan, participants completed two runs of an emotional faces task. The task consisted of a mixed design with one blocked variable (emotional valence: happy vs. fearful) and one event-related variable (emotion vs. neutral). During each run, participants viewed singly-presented faces that were either emotional or
neutral. The order of runs was counterbalanced across participants, and the stimulus order
within each run was randomized and fixed. To ensure that participants were paying
attention, they were instructed to press a button with their index finger when they saw a
neutral face. The faces were selected from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces
database (Lundqvist et al., 1998). The faces were presented in color at a visual angle of
approximately 15 degrees. The probability of a neutral face was 50% on any given trial.
Stimuli were jittered (variable inter-trial interval ranging from 3000-9000 msec) and
randomized based on a genetic algorithm (Wager and Nichols, 2003) in order to allow for
unique estimates of the hemodynamic response for each trial type. Each run contained 48
trials (24 neutral faces, 24 fearful or happy faces). Each face remained on the screen for 500
msec.

2.2.2. Procedure—Children and adolescents came to the laboratory for two sessions. In
the first session, behavioral measures were collected and participants were acclimated to the
scanner environment with an MRI replica. The emotional faces task was administered in the
MRI scanner on the second visit, which occurred on a separate day.

2.3. fMRI Data Acquisition

Scanning was performed on a Siemens Trio 3.0 Tesla MRI scanner. A standard
radiofrequency head coil was employed. For each participant, an initial 2D spin echo image
(TR=4000ms, TE=40ms, matrix size 256x256, 4mm thick, 0mm gap) in the oblique plane
was acquired to allow configuration of slices obtained in the structural and functional scans.
A whole-brain high-resolution, T1*weighted anatomical scan (MPRAGE; 192 x 192 in-
plane resolution, 256 mm field of view [FOV] ; 192 mm x 1 mm sagittal slices) was
acquired for each participant for registration and localization of functional data to Talairach
space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The emotional faces task was presented on a
computer screen through MR-compatible goggles. The task was completed during two
functional scans. T2*weighted echoplanar images were collected at an oblique angle of
approximately 30 degrees (130 volumes/run, TR=2000, TE=30ms, flip angle =90 degrees,
matrix size 64x64, FOV=192, 34 slices, 4mm voxel, skip 0mm, 24 observations per event
type).

2.3.1. fMRI Data Analysis—Functional imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed
using the Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) software package (Cox, 1996). All
analyzed data were free of motion greater than 2.5 mm in any direction. TRs with motion
greater than 2.5 mm in any direction were excluded (via censoring), and all participants had
fewer than 15% of total TRs censored (mean % of censored TRs = 1.5%; mode=0%).
Preprocessing of each individual’s images included slice time correction to adjust for
temporal differences in slice acquisition within each volume, spatial realignment to correct
for head motion, registration to the first volume of each run, spatial smoothing using a 6-mm
Gaussian kernel (FWHM) to increase the signal to noise ratio, and transformation into the
standard coordinate space of Talairach and Tournoux (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) with
parameters obtained from the transformation of each individual's high-resolution anatomical
scan. Talairached transformed images had a resampled resolution of 3 mm³. Timeseries
were normalized to percent signal change to allow for comparisons across runs and
individuals. The functional runs were concatenated prior to creating two individual-level
models for each participant to model activation.

2.3.1.1: In order to examine activation across the brain, each participant’s individual-level
model included regressors for each of the stimulus conditions (fearful faces, happy faces,
nuetral faces in the context of fearful faces, neutral faces in the context of happy faces) and
accuracy. The regressors were created by convolving the stimulus timing files with the
canonical hemodynamic response function. Six motion parameters were included as separate regressors. General linear modeling (GLM) was performed to fit the percent signal change time courses to each regressor. Linear and quadratic trends were modeled for each voxel's time course to control for correlated drift. Implicit baseline (BL) comprised unmodeled events (fixation) during the inter-trial intervals. At the group level, parameter estimates (beta weights) were extracted for each participant for the happy and fear conditions from anatomically-defined masks covering the bilateral NAcc as defined by AFNI's Talairach-Tournoux Atlas. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, each participant had an activation value for the happy (happy>BL) and the fear (fear>BL) condition. These values were subjected to analyses within SPSS that tested for ELS Group (Comparison, ELS) by Age Group (Children, Adolescents) interactions.

2.4. Behavioral Data Analysis

For each participant, d-prime was calculated based on hit rates and false alarm rates for each emotion block, producing two d-prime scores for each participant (neutral with happy, and neutral with fear). We also calculated the mean reaction time for correct hits to neutral in the context of happy or fear faces, producing two reaction time averages for each participant (neutral with happy, and neutral with fear). These values were subjected to analyses within SPSS that tested for ELS Group (Comparison, ELS) by Age Group (Children, Adolescents) effects.

2.5. Parent Report Questionnaires

Parents completed the Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scales – Parent form (RCADS-P; Chorpita et al., 2000), which has been shown to be valid and reliable in developing samples (Chorpita et al., 2005). The RCADS-P is a parent report 47-item instrument that assesses symptoms of childhood anxiety disorders and depression continuously based on DSM-IV criteria. Each symptom on the scale is scored 1, “never”; 2, “sometimes”; 3, “often”; and 4, “always.” The questionnaire is reliable in terms of internal consistency (with Cronbach's alphas between 0.65 and 0.83 for the various subscales) and temporal stability (with 4-week test–retest correlations between 0.79 and 0.85), and displays reasonable parent–child agreement and good convergent and divergent validity. In the current study, two subscales were examined from the RCADS-P: a total anxiety score, which was computed by summing ratings on social phobia, panic disorder, separation anxiety, and generalized anxiety disorder items, and a total depression score. T-scores were calculated based on child gender and grade in school using the norms established by the RCADS-P. For the present study, we used the depression and total anxiety T-scores.

Parents also completed the Petersen Physical Development Scale (Petersen et al., 1988) for participants ages 10-years-old and older, which was used to classify pubertal status according to Tanner staging. This method is significantly less invasive than a physical exam and has been shown to have good reliability and validity (Petersen et al., 1998).

2.6. Child Report Questionnaires

For the purpose of confirming parent report, child and adolescent participants completed a child-friendly, 6-item scale mood assessment that was derived from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule for Children (PANAS-C) (Laurent et al., 1999), which is designed to assess positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA) in children. Laurent et al. (1999) reported acceptable alpha coefficients (.94 and .92 for negative affect, and .90 and .89 for positive) for the scale development and replication samples, respectively. Good convergent and discriminant validity were also reported, with the NA scale correlating positively with self-reports of depression, and the PA scale correlating negatively with depression. We chose to include 3 items on the PA scale (“Lately, how much have you been feeling:”
Cheerful/Joyful/Delighted) and 3 items on the NA scale (“Lately, how much have you been feeling:” Frightened/Miserable/Sad) to abbreviate the testing session based on words that seemed most child-appropriate. Participants were asked to rate the degree to which they have felt during the past few weeks, on a scale of 1 (Very slightly or not at all) to 5 (Extremely). We also obtained acceptable alpha coefficients for the abbreviated version of the questionnaire (PA alpha=.77, NA alpha=.75). Responses were summed to create a PA score and an NA score for each participant.

3. Results

3.1. Depression scores between children and adolescence with a history of early-life stress

3.1.1—Data from the RCADS-P (Chorpita, 2000) was available for 67 participants. A 2×2 (ELSGroup×AgeGroup) analysis of variance (ANOVA) yielded a main effect of ELS group (F(1,63)=38.66, ps<.001, partial $\eta^2$=.38), such that the average RCADS-P MDD T-score was significantly higher for the ELS group (mean(SD);range=45.74(9.09);31.0-70.6) than for the comparison group (mean(SD); range=35.28(3.96); 30.4-46.5). This main effect was anticipated based on the selection of a healthy comparison group. There was a two-way interaction of ELSGroup×AgeGroup (F(1,63)=5.46, p<.025, partial $\eta^2$=.08), and post hoc tests showed that for the ELS group only, depression scores were significantly different between age groups (F(1,36)=6.25, p<.025) (Figure 1). We also tested the relationship between pubertal status and RCADS depression scores by comparing participants who were pre-pubescent versus post-pubescent across those 10-15 years old. We performed a univariate ANOVA on RCADS-P MDD T-scores including the between-subject factor of pubertal status, controlling for age and group, and there were no effects of pubertal status on depression scores (p>.25).

3.1.2. Anxiety scores between children and adolescence with a history of early-life stress—As anticipated based on the selection of a healthy comparison group, analysis of RCADS-P Total Anxiety T-score yielded a main effect of ELS group (F(1,64)=21.19, ps<.001, partial $\eta^2$=.25), such that anxiety scores were significantly higher for the ELS group (mean(SD); range=43.54(9.37); 28.9-72.9) than for the comparison group (mean(SD); range=35.03(5.41); 25.2-49.1). The ELSGroup×AgeGroup interaction that was observed in RCADS depression scores was not observed in RCADS anxiety scores (F(1,67)=2.47, ps>.05, partial $\eta^2$=.04), showing that unlike the age-related differences in depression scores, anxiety scores remained constant over the two age groups (Figure 2).

3.1.3—To confirm parent report, we included an abbreviated version of the PANAS-C to assess recent mood in all child and adolescent participants. Data were available for 69 participants. Two separate 2×2 (ELSGroup×AgeGroup) ANOVAs examining the dependent measures z-scores (standardized to the group mean) for positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA) were performed. For positive affect, there was a main effect of age group (F(1,59)=6.77, ps<.015, partial $\eta^2$=.10), such that reported positive affect was high in all children and was significantly lower for adolescents. Post hoc t-tests showed that for the ELS group only, positive affect scores were significantly lower in adolescence than in

---

1The two-way interaction of ELSGroup×Age for RCADS-P remained significant when age was examined in years with linear regression (p<.01). However, given the clinical findings that show a sharp increase in depression symptoms after age 10-years-old, we examined whether there was any statistical motivation in the current study to examine children versus adolescents. Examination of the regression lines showed that the predicted RCADS score for an ELS group member first fell outside of the 95% confidence interval of the comparison group at age 10 years old, indicating that the atypical trajectory for depression behaviors in the ELS group significantly deviated from the typical trajectory after this age. Therefore, subsequent analyses in this study proceeded to examine children versus adolescents.
childhood t(35)=2.13, p<.05. For negative affect, there was a main effect for ELS group (F(1,59)=5.96, p<.025, partial $\eta^2=.09$), such that the ELS group reported significantly higher levels of negative affect than the comparison group. Taken together, as shown in Figure 3, adolescents with a history of ELS had the unique combination of low positive affect and high negative affect, based on visual inspection of the statistical main effects. These self-reported mood scores were consistent with parent reports of higher depression during adolescence following ELS.

3.2. fMRI Findings

3.2.1. Behavioral Task Performance—Participants were engaged in a simple task of pressing for neutral faces to ensure task engagement. Responses from one child were not included due to technical malfunction. Two separate 2×2×2 (Emotion×ELSGroup×AgeGroup) repeated measure ANOVAs were performed on the dependent measures of d-prime and reaction time during correct trials. For d-prime, there was a main effect of age group (F(1,64)=10.89, p<.002, partial $\eta^2=.15$), such that d-prime was higher in adolescents (mean(SD)=2.7(1.0)) than children (mean(SD)=1.9(1.1)). Additionally, there was an Emotion×AgeGroup interaction (F(1,64)=7.66, p<.007, partial $\eta^2=.11$). Post hoc t-tests showed that d-prime was higher for the neutral/happy face condition (mean(SD)=2.95(0.93)) than d-prime for the neutral/fear condition (mean(SD)=2.43(1.29)) in adolescents (t(27)=2.69, p<.015), but there was no difference between the two conditions in children, t(39)=.66, ns. There were no main effects or interactions for reaction time (ps>.05).

3.2.2. NAcc Reactivity Following Early-life Stress—Beta weights from the anatomically-defined NAcc for happy and fear face conditions were extracted and submitted to a 2×2×2 ANOVA (Emotion×ELSGroup×AgeGroup). There was a significant ELSGroup×AgeGroup interaction (F(1,65)=7.03, p<.01, partial $\eta^2=.10$). Post hoc independent samples t-test analyses reveal that, for the typically developing comparison group, mean NAcc activation significantly differed between child and adolescent groups (t(29)=2.33, p<.01), while no significant age group differences were seen in the ELS group (t(36)=.79, ps>.05) (Figure 4). Adolescents with a history of ELS exhibited significantly lower NAcc activation relative to the comparison adolescents (t(27)=2.26, p<.05) (Figure 4)\(^2\).\(^3\). We also tested the relationship between pubertal status and NAcc activation, comparing participants who were pre-pubescent versus post-pubescent across those 10-15 years old. We performed a univariate ANOVA on NAcc reactivity including the between-subject factor of pubertal status, controlling for age and group. There were no effects of pubertal status on NAcc activity (p>.91).

3.2.3. Association between NAcc activity and depression scores—A linear regression was performed on the dependent measure of RCADS MDD T-scores and NAcc activation to happy and to fear entered as independent variables, controlling for age group and ELS group. As seen in Figure 5, this analysis showed that low NAcc activation while

\(^2\)To examine the possible impact of mental health status and psychotropic medication use on NAcc activation, we re-performed the univariate ANOVA on the beta weights extracted from NAcc covarying for the presence of a score in the clinical range (T score >70 for internalizing or externalizing problems on the CBCL or RCADS-P) and psychotropic medication use. There were no effects associated with mental health history or medication use (all p>.14), and the observed association between ELS and NAcc activity remained when mental health status and medication use was included as factors (p<.025).

\(^3\)Although the analyses throughout the study examined children versus adolescents, we also performed this analysis with age measured continuously in years. The ELSGroup×Age interaction for NAcc reactivity remained significant when age was examined continuously in years with linear regression (p<.01). However, piecewise regression analyses of mean NAcc activity indicated that the ELS group demonstrated two distinct rates of change of NAcc activation depending on age. For children under age 10-years-old, the rate of change was not significantly different from the comparison group's rate of change. However, for those 10-years-old and up, the groups differed in rates of change, with the comparison group showing increased NAcc activity with increasing age and the ELS group demonstrating no significant increase with age.
viewing happy faces predicted higher depression scores (beta = -.16, p < .05), and NAcc response to fearful face was not associated with depression (beta = .02, ns). When only the ELS group was examined, the association between NAcc response to happy faces and depression scores remained (beta = -.30, p < .05). Tests of mediation in the adolescents did not show a significant mediating effect of NAcc function on the association between ELS and depressive symptoms (beta weight of NAcc indirect effect = -.12, ns). Additionally, linear regression analyses on the dependent measures of PANAS positive and negative affect z-scores and the independent variables of NAcc activation to happy faces > BL and fear faces > BL did not reveal a significant association between the variables (p > .05).

3.2.3.1 Whole-brain analysis: To confirm the association between depression scores and the anatomically defined NAcc, we also performed a voxel-wise whole-brain analysis regressing BOLD signal in response to happy faces with depression scores, covarying for age and ELS group. This analysis confirmed the inverse association between NAcc activity and depression scores, as shown in Table 2. Other regions that showed significant inverse associations with depression scores are listed in Table 2.

3.2.4 Institutional care related variables—We examined the associations between variables related to institutional care and RCADS-P depression T-scores as well as NAcc activation. Regression analyses controlling for current age showed that there were no associations between RCADS-P depression T-scores and age placed in institutional care (beta = .06, ns), age of adoption (beta = .18, ns), or time with family (beta = -.28, ns). Similarly, regression analyses controlling for age showed that there were no associations between NAcc response to happy faces > BL and age placed in institutional care (beta = .04, ns), age of adoption (beta = -.12, ns), or time with family (beta = .18, ns).

4. Discussion

4.1

The present study examined the association between early-life stress, depression, and underlying NAcc reactivity. Findings revealed that parent-reported depression was significantly greater in adolescents with a history of ELS than in children. Parent-report was corroborated by child and adolescent self-report measures of recent mood showing that adolescents, and not children, with a history of ELS experienced more negative affect in the absence of positive affect than any other group. Although ELS was associated with depression and anxiety, only depression scores showed age-related change, whereas anxiety was elevated in both age groups. These differential developmental patterns for anxiety and depression have been characterized previously (Angold and Rutter, 1992; Cole et al., 1998), with depression being infrequent in childhood and emerging in early adolescence. We examined NAcc reactivity as a potential correlate of the greater depression seen in adolescents.

4.2

Our findings support the hypothesis that ELS would be associated with hypoactivity of the NAcc during adolescence. Unlike the normative increase in NAcc activity during the transition from childhood to adolescence (Galvan et al., 2006; Ernst et al., 2005; van Leijenhorst et al., 2009; Geier et al., 2009) observed in the typically-raised comparison group, NAcc reactivity did not increase with age in the ELS group, and as a consequence, was hypoactive in the ELS adolescents. That is, there was no observable effect of ELS on NAcc reactivity during childhood, as both groups of children demonstrated relatively low levels of NAcc reactivity. It is possible that individual differences in NAcc activity that manifest in adolescence are the reason why individual differences in depression-related...
behaviors are typically observed during adolescence, and not in childhood. In support of this hypothesis, the effect of ELS on NAcc reactivity in the current study was observed in the adolescent group, the same group with highest depression symptoms. Importantly, lower NAcc activity was associated with higher levels of depression, consistent with the notion that hypoactivity in the NAcc and depressive behaviors are correlated. Our inability to find significant mediation was most likely predicated on the fact that group differences were only evident in the adolescents (not the children), and the adolescent sample alone may have been underpowered to test for indirect effects. Though we did not find an association between self-reported affect and NAcc reactivity, the limited response range of our child-appropriate positive affect measure most likely precluded our ability to find significant associations with neural activity. The current study did not observe associations between individual differences in adoption timing variables with depression behaviors or with NAcc reactivity. Taken together, these findings replicate earlier reports showing that depression associated with ELS is associated with NAcc hypoactivity. Moreover, the data suggest that depression typically emerges after childhood because it is after this point that group differences emerge in NAcc activity, with the ELS group failing to show the developmentally-typical rise in NAcc reactivity shown by the comparison group. Hypoactivity of the NAcc has been associated with the anhedonic aspects of depression (Wacker et al., 2009); therefore the NAcc hypoactivity observed in the current study may have contributed to the depressive behaviors in adolescents with ELS by increasing anhedonic states, a notion supported by the self-reported mood ratings in ELS adolescents (low positive affect, high negative affect). Our whole-brain analysis confirmed the inverse association between NAcc reactivity and depression. This analysis also showed associations between depression scores and superior parietal lobule and parahippocampal gyrus activity, two regions that have shown depression related phenotypes in previous studies (Fallucca et al., 2011; Milne et al., 2012).

4.3

ELS research in previously institutionalized individuals is unique in that this population is exposed to a temporally-discrete and severe stressor. Institutional care, which is sparse, unstable, and regimented (Smyke et al., 2007), is unfortunately a naturally occurring example of early-life stress in humans. Several research groups have observed that in institutional care, health care, nutrition, and safety needs are often met; however, necessary maternal input is lacking (Groark and McCall, 2011; Groark et al., 2011; Smyke et al., 2007; The St. Petersburg-USA Orphanage Research Team, 2008; Tirella et al., 2008; Vorria et al., 2003; Zych, 2006). Maternal deprivation is a potent stressor for the human infant (as reviewed in Tottenham, 2012), and not surprisingly, emotional health is at significant risk in previously institutionalized children (reviewed in Gunnar et al., 2000). Diagnostically, previously institutionalized children demonstrate an increased rate of internalizing and externalizing emotion regulation disorders such as anxiety, depression, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Zeanah et al., 2009). Importantly, intervention studies suggest that many of the mental health effects of institutionalization are likely to be related to institutionalization itself rather than preexisting genetic or prenatal conditions of the child (Bos et al., 2011; Nelson et al., 2007; The St. Petersburg-USA Orphanage Research Team, 2008). Unlike most other studied populations with a history of ELS, previously institutionalized infants are removed from stress exposure through an adoption process into stable caregiving environments, thereby temporally isolating the duration of the stress exposure to the infant period. Despite this beneficial and dramatic “intervention” through international adoption, socio-emotional difficulties may remain or even exacerbate into adolescence (Colvert et al., 2008; Verhulst et al., 1990) suggesting that there may be long-term changes in neural systems associated with emotional processes following orphanage care.
There are limitations to the current study. First, due to the nature of international adoption, we do not have access to individual prenatal/developmental histories for previously-institutionalized youths. This is a common issue for investigators studying this population. However, randomized control intervention work suggests that institutionalization itself may be the most significant factor in children's developmental histories (Zeanah et al., 2009). However, an experimental benefit to studying this population is knowledge of a discrete period of deprivation. A second concern is the task used to assess NAcc activity. In the current study, we employed an emotional face processing paradigm, requiring only passive viewing of emotional faces interspersed with target neutral faces to maintain attention. Thus, a limitation of our design is that we did not employ a reward learning paradigm, which might be better suited for examination of the NAcc. However, in both healthy youths (Somerville et al., 2011) and those at risk for depression (Monk et al., 2008), emotional faces like happy have been effective in recruiting NAcc activity and effective in separating out diagnostic groups. Low ventral striatum reactivity in response to happy faces has been associated with clinical depression (Epstein et al., 2006). Similarly, low ventral striatum reactivity to happy faces has shown diagnostic specificity to depression, as another fMRI study showed that depression (not anxiety) was inversely correlated with NAcc response to happy faces (Keedwell et al., 2005). Importantly, our results replicate those of Mehta et al. (2009) who used a reward-learning task (i.e., a monetary incentive delay task) and showed NAcc hypoactivity in previously institutionalized adolescents. Lastly, while the present study did not find significant relationships between pubertal status and depression or NAcc activity, our sample was rather underpowered for these analyses. Due to the inherent relationship between age and puberty, future studies comparing larger samples of adolescents of the same age but different pubertal status would be useful for identifying specific effects of puberty and age on depression and NAcc functionality.

5. Conclusions

The results from the current study have important implications for understanding how early-life stress can influence the emergence of depression during adolescence. Consistent with previous research associating stress-induced dysfunction in the ventral striatum, in particular the NAcc, with depressive behaviors, we observed that NAcc function is hypoactive during adolescence following ELS. These findings highlight the importance of identifying individuals at risk for depression during childhood, as this may be a potential critical period for depression-targeted intervention.
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Highlights

- Depressive behaviors higher in adolescents than children following early-life stress
- Nucleus accumbens developmental trajectory following early life stress is aberrant
- Thus, nucleus accumbens is hyporeactive in adolescence following early-life stress
- Nucleus accumbens hyporeactivity is associated with depressive behaviors
Figure 1.
Depression is higher in adolescents than children following early life stress. The ELS group showed significantly greater depression scores (measured dimensionally) in adolescents than in children. In contrast, the comparison group did not show any age-related change in depression scores. ELS=early-life stress; MDD=major depressive disorder; **p < .025, ***p < .001
Figure 2.
Total anxiety does not differ between children and adolescents following early life stress. The ELS group showed significantly greater anxiety scores than the comparison group, but did not show any age-related difference. ELS=early-life stress;***p < .001
Figure 3. Self-reported mood. Based on visual inspection of the statistical main effects, adolescents with a history of ELS showed a unique combination of low positive affect and high negative affect. ELS = early life stress.
Figure 4.
NAcc Hypoactivation during adolescence following early-life stress. Left panel shows anatomically-defined NAcc regions selected for analysis. Right panel shows the normative developmental change in NAcc activity in children relative to adolescents in the comparison group. In contrast, the ELS group did not show any age-related change, demonstrating NAcc hypoactivity in adolescence. ELS = early life stress; *p<.05, ***p<.01
Figure 5.
Negative association between depression scores and NAcc activation. Lower NAcc activation while viewing happy faces was inversely correlated with parent report of depression scores, controlling for age and ELS group. ELS = early life stress; MDD=major depressive disorder.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ELS (n = 38; 24 children, 14 adolescents)</th>
<th>Comparison (n = 31; 15 children, 16 adolescents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>24 female; 14 male</td>
<td>12 female; 19 male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age in years (SD); range</td>
<td>9.9 (2.6); 6-15</td>
<td>9.7 (3.1); 4-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) IQ; range</td>
<td>101.1 (14.3); 72-126</td>
<td>111.2 (15.2); 76-143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of origin</td>
<td>29 Eastern Europe; 8 East Asia; 1 India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) age in years when placed in institutional care ; range</td>
<td>.65 (1); 0-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) age in years when adopted; range</td>
<td>2 (2); 0.5-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) time in years with adoptive family; range</td>
<td>8 (3); 3-14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) parent reported quality of institutional caregiving</td>
<td>6 (3); 1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1=very poor caregiving, 10=very good caregiving); range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) parent reported quantity of caregiving (1=too few caregivers, 10=many caregivers); range</td>
<td>5 (3); 1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Results from whole-brain voxelwise regression of happy>BL with depression scores.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical Region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>voxel #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regions with inverse associations with depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior Parietal Lobule</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>L -31</td>
<td>-61</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAcc/Putamen/Amygdala</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-61</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parahippocampal Gyrus</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>R 20</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Controlling for age and group, p<.001, corrected.